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ACCUVEYOR® AVH

Dynamic accumulators disconnect the successive processes/machines in packaging lines, fi lling lines, etc. 
The dynamic element implies that any speed difference between the connected machines is absorbed in a 
continuously variable way. The other machines are not disturbed in their operation.  Should a machine run 
more slowly than the previous one, the accumulator will store the products, to process these at a later stage. 
This way, production stops of up to 5 minutes can be set off.  Dynamic accumulators are also applied 
in case of any switches or substitutions in the production process.
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The AccuVeyor® AVH has been designed to remove the disadvantages of traditional 
spiral accumulators. A mission that was accomplished by AccuVeyor®!

AccuVeyor® AVD
A state-of-the-art dynamic accumulator, 
such as the AmbaFlex AccuVeyor® AVD, is 
FIFO, low-pressure and low-contact. And, of 
course, spiral, in order to create a maximum 
of accumulation on a minimum surface area.
And the AccuVeyor® AVH has several 
advantages in addition to these. Whereas 
any state-of-the-art accumulator will clamp 
products in order to transfer these from the 
moving spiral conveyor, the AccuVeyor® AVH 
does not touch the products in any way. 
Better still, the products do not even change 
tracks, but remain on the same portion of 
conveyor belt, in-between the infeed and 
outfeed parts.
Not the products, but the conveyor changes
direction! This unique, no-compromise, 
patent-pending system was designed by 
AmbaFlex by combining our experience with 
spiral conveyors with our knowledge of 
dynamic accumulation. Our objective was 
to design the ultimate superlative, a new 
generation of dynamic accumulators.  
And the AccuVeyor® proves that we have 
succeeded in this mission: the result surpasses 
all expectations.
Although the prototype of the AccuVeyor® 
AVH has been ready since 2010, we are 
optimising and testing the complete, unique 
concept with the greatest of care before we 
will introduce it on the market in 2014.

For which applications?
The AccuVeyor® AVD has been particularly 
designed for standing-up and preferably 
cylindrical products.  The concept works well 
for these and that is why the AVD will remain 
in our product portfolio for this application.
In addition, the AccuVeyor® AVH is suitable 
for much more sensitive processes and 
products, such as primary packagings, 
pouches, pharmaceutical products, and 
other vulnerable articles that are sensitive to 
pressure. Bottles and boxes are handled with 

ease. Even multiple parallel product streams 
are accumulated while remaining on the 
same conveyor belt.
 
How does it work?
A condition for the AVH Accumulation 
concept is that the conveyor is taken from its 
guides while moving. Thanks to its simplicity 
and effectiveness, this system matches the 
very DNA of AmbaFlex: simple yet effective. 
The up and down moving spiral conveyors of 
the accumulator are not next to each other, 
but on top of each other. In other words, 
they are nested. 
This way, the whole structure has an outer 
diameter of only 2.2 metres, approximately, 
which is very compact indeed.  
An S-shaped transfer part connects the up 
and down moving spiral conveyor on both 
sides, thereby crossing the centre of the spiral 
like a spoked wheel.  Depending on the 
requested storage capacity, the transfer part 
moves up or down. The transfer part takes 
the conveyor from the spiral conveyor that 
is moving upward and takes it over to the 
other side, to place it into the spiral conveyor 
moving down. And all without touching or 
moving the product itself. 
The bottom windings of the spiral act as 
accumulators, while the upper ones are 
purely intended to store any conveyors that 
are currently not in use. The complete system 
consists of a single continuous conveyor.
Although the AccuVeyor® AVH will not 
offi cially be available until 2014, zero-series 
projects are already being constructed.  

Specifi cations:
•  Belt width 140 mm
•  FiFo
•  No product transfer 
•  100% Dynamic
•  No pressure
•  With Triple-E technology (higher Elevation, 

Extreme load capacity, Energy saving)

ACCUVEYOR® AVH

LEADING SPIRAL CONVEYOR SOLUTIONS
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More info
•  For Spiral Elevators: www.spiralveyor.com
•  For Accumulation Systems: www.accuveyor.com
•  For Modular Conveyors: www.ambaveyor.com
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